Are Your
Notes Applications

Cloud Ready?

Lotus Notes - Application Audit

Application Audit
The technology and communication needs
are growing faster than ever before. With
mobile devices ﬂooding the market,
companies need to ﬁnd balance between
managing their applications and
investment in the same. Traditional
businesses report an increase in sale of
more than 40% when they create an
anytime anywhere access. The strategies
include taking applications to cloud or
mobile while at the same time keeping
TCO same or even decreasing it.
The changing software and market trends
can eﬀect the eﬃciency of Lotus Notes
applications. Apps that have been used for
a long time may not be optimized due to
continuous changing business needs. This
results in an increase in complexity and
cost of maintenance, and scalability.
Additionally, end user device fragmentation
can also add to the challenges of enterprise
mobility. To cover all aspects, auditing is
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crucial.
To make best use of the investment in
Lotus Notes, and at the same time meet
customer expectations, it is crucial to
keep the applications eﬃcient and
modern. A combination of easy
programming, universal adaptation and
better looking interface will drive the
central point of development.
Reusability of programming modules
has shown advantages such as the
doubling business productivity and
cost reduction of 25-40%.
Successful enterprises recognize the
need and value of keeping pace with the
changing trends. We have handled
thousands of applications and can bring
in our expertise to help you leverage
best practices.
The following diagram shows the
approach followed in performing an
Application Audit.
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Keep your Lotus Notes updated with the
ever changing environment.
Enable and support stakeholders by
giving them access to optimized mobile
applications. As highlighted in a report
by CDW, 94% of mobile users in the US
said that using smart phone devices
and tablets during working periods
have made them more eﬃcient.
We are an IBM Premier Partner and
have provided quality Notes
development since 2002. Therefore, to
help you increase value of Notes, we will
conduct an ‘Application Audit’ to
determine all the aspects that need to
be ﬁxed.

Our Oﬀering
Deﬁne use cases of application
Assessment of architecture
Determining complexity of
applications and its constraints
Study the dependency on other
systems
Review current and ideal standards
Roadmap reccomendations

Our Expertise
IBM Connections
Microsoft Sharepoint
Microsoft Yammer
Jive Software
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